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Abstract
In this paper we discuss about a target tracking algorithm based on Mean Shift and
Kalman Filter, which is suitable for high speed moving target tracking. The basic Mean Shift
algorithm is described in this paper as well. Although basic Mean Shift algorithm can realize
target tracking without arguments or searching all the areas effectively, it has shortcomings
which can limit its effectiveness under some conditions such as the target covered by
something when moving or the target moving with high speed. In order to make Mean Shift
target tracking algorithm satisfies the practical application, such as high speed moving target
tracking, we analysis the lack of basic Mean Shift algorithm, then we design a target tracking
algorithm which combine an improved Mean Shift target tracking algorithm with Kalman
Filter(IMKTT). In the fourth section of the paper, we apply the algorithm to a monitoring
system of Shanghai University. The result shows that the algorithm designed in this paper can
effectively track high speed moving target, such as a car.
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1. Introduction
Currently, intelligent video monitoring involves computer vision, image processing and
analysis, digital signal processing and many other fields. This technology has been applied to
many industries, such as dealing with traffic violations and traffic control, etc. Intelligent
video monitoring contains the key technologies such as moving target detection,
identification, tracking and understanding. Moving target tracking is the processing between
target detection and target understanding. Tracking moving target is proceeded by the results
of target detection and thus to support the target understanding. The results of target tracking
will have a direct impact on the effectiveness of the intelligent video monitoring system.
Therefore, the research of target tracking is very significative.
Moving target tracking is to find the target position and related moving information
in continuous image sequence. There are two major methods of moving target tracking:
one is to detect directly from the video sequence and extract moving target without
relying on a priori understanding of the target, then determine whether the target is need
to be tracked or re-detecting; another is to reply on the prior understanding of the target
which sets up the model of the tracking target at first to find the one that matches the
target in the video sequence, then tracke the target.
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2. Improved Mean Shift
Mean Shift is a gradient ascent algorithm to find the maximum probability density.
Since the algorithm has fast rate of convergence and does not require a priori
knowledge, it has been widely used in the cluster analysis, image segmentation, target
tracking and other fields [2].
2.1. Mean Shift
Given the space of sample points, Xi (i= 1 ... n), the basic form of the Mean Shift
vector of the sample point X is defined as:
M
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Where, Sh is the radius of a spherical region of high dimension h, which is the set of
all points satisfying the following relationship:
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T
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And k represents the number of the above sample points which fall within the area.
As shown, the big circle delineated the scope is related to the area, the small red points
are on behalf of the sample points which fall within the area, the center of the circle is
on behalf of Mean Shift offset center x, arrows indicate the sample points Xi offset
relative to the reference point vector.
In the formula (1), (Xi-X) represents the offset vector related to the area of the
sample points relative to the center. The Mean Shift vector Mh (x) is the point of all the
samples fall within the area with respect to the average of center offset vector. But this
is based on an assumption that all of the sample points are subject to the same
probability density distribution. According to the relevant gradient, gradient nonzero
probability density function is always pointing to the probability density function of the
direction of the fastest growing. The relevant sample points within the region will be
more inclined to fall on the density gradient direction. So Mean Shift vector points to
the direction, the gradient direction, along which the probability density function grows
fastest. As Figure 1 shown, the Mean Shift vector points to the sample distribution with
higher density [3, 4].
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Figure 1. Mean Shift Schematic
2.2. Improved Mean Shift
In this paper, we improve Mean Shift algorithm by adding the kernel function and
weight coefficient. Kernel function is just limited the importance of the sample, not
exactly reflect the importance of each sample. In target tracking, the distance from the
center point cannot fully determine the importance of the sample points, so the weight
coefficient will be helpful. For the sample points that fall within the relevant area, their
 (x )

i
weight coefficient
is determined by the characteristics of each sample points.
With adding the Kernel function and weight, the improved Mean Shift algorithm
became as:
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Expression (3) is too complicated, and it can be simplified in practical applications.
In image processing, the bandwidth matrix is often limited to a diagonal matrix or unit
matrix, Expression (3) Can be rewritten to:
n
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Through mathematical proof, that the use of Mean Shift vector kernel function G was
proportional to the gradient in the x-point and normalized estimated from the kernel
function K with the probability density function, where the normalization factor us ing
the kernel function G at x estimate the probability density function.

m h , G (x )=
f

h
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(x )

h ,k
Where
is the gradient of probability density function and
estimation of density function as G is the probability kernel function.

f h ,G ( x )

is the

Hence, the region of zero gradient probability density distribution can be found by
Mean Shift vector. So looking for the steady-state point can be obtained by the
following iterative process:
1, Calculate the offset vector Mean Shift vector of the offset datum
m

(x )

2, Move Kernel Function to h , G
3, Return 1, until convergence to a neighborhood point or the end conditions of the
iteration are satisfied.
2.3 Improved Mean Shift Target Tracking Algorithm
x

2.3.1 Target Model: Let { i } i = 1 ... n is the normalized pixel coordinates of the target
model; the kernel function of the histogram is defined as the target model:
n

qu = c k (
i= 1

x i -x
h

2

)  [b (x i )-u ]

Where x is the central point to the magnitude,

（6）
xi

is the magnitude of the No.i point,
x i -x

2

h
h is the bandwidth of the Kernel Function. In Function K,
eliminates the effects
of different size and shape of objects. C is a normalization constant which
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m



q u =1

makes u = 1

, where m is the number of eigenvalues, for image processing can select
 [b (x )-u ]

i
the number of gray levels divided.
is used to determine whether the feature
belongs to value u, if belongs the value is 1, if not, the value is 0.

2.3.2 The Candidate Area: Each frame after the first one which may contain the
tracking target is called the candidate area, where y is the center coordinates; the
histogram of the Kernel Functions is expresses as:
nh
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2.3.3 The Similarity Function: To calculate the degree similarity between the target
model and the candidate model by using the similarity function. Bhattacharyya
Coefficient is used as similarity function in this paper. B Coefficient is defined as:
m
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2.3.4 Improved Mean Shift Target Tracking Algorithm: Matching process is the process
of finding similar function maximum optimization. Make Taylor expansion with the
similarity function and eliminate the former two to get:
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To make a similar function to the maximum, make the search direction and gradient
direction y consistent， Derivation
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After each time the Mean Shift algorithm iterations, the center position of the target
area moves from
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y1
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vector mode, if it does not satisfy the iteration termination condition,
y

then according to the coordinates of the center of the new 1 , histogram candidate
model calculation kernel function until the end of the iteration, the iteration end of the
next frame into the calculation.

3. Target Tracking Algorithm based on Improved Mean Shift and Kalman
Filter
3.1. Deficiencies of Mean Shift
Although Mean Shift algorithm can realize better target tracking without arg uments
and searching no exhaustive area or other features, it has shortcomings which can limit
its effectiveness under certain tracking conditions at the same time . When the
background is comparatively complicated, it is easy to fall into local extreme with a
non-ideal tracking result. If we select grayscale and color feature when the color of
tracking target is similar to the grayscale, the result will be unsatisfied. Mean Shift
algorithm selection of traditional fixed-size window size on the track, which is defined
bandwidth of kernel function H is a diagonal matrix or matrix. It is easy to fail to track
when the target moves too fast or the target size changes largely. When there is
occlusion occurs, there will be a certain size and a new gray area and resulting in target
tracking failure [8-12].
3.2. Kalman Filter
Kalman Filter is a recursive filter which was proposed for time-varying linear
systems by Kalman. This system contains the model equations can be used to describe
the orthogonal state variables. Kalman Filter is to estimate past measurements to
estimate the future merge into a new error in measurement error. Kalman Filter is an
efficient recursive filter which can estimate the state of dynamic systems from a series
of incomplete and contain noise measurements.
3.3. IMKTT-Target Tracking Algorithm based on Improved Mean Shift and Kalman
Filter
The basic Mean Shift algorithm is relatively simple and with low computational
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complexity and can achieve good tracking result by improving and compatible with
other tracking methods. Since Mean Shift algorithm is based on characteristic tracking
without any prediction, so when there is something covering the target or the target
moves fast, the algorithm may lose efficacy and the tracking target will be lost. In order
to overcome the problem, a combination of Kalman Filter and improved Mean Shift
target tracking algorithm mentioned above is designed in this paper to achieve moving
target tracking. The algorithm IMKTT is as follows and the schematic is shown in
Figure 2.
1-Track the moving target based on the improved Mean Shift target tracking algorithm
and record the target position in current frame and other related information.
2-If the target is not covered or missed, go back to the step (1) to continue tracking.
Otherwise, go to the step (3).
3-Analyze the motion parameters by Kalman Filter to predict the moving target status
and then jump to the step (1) continue tracking.

Predicted location for next frame

Improved Mean Shift
Target Tracking

Frame data

Keep tracking

the target is not
covered or missed?

No

Kalman Fliter

Location in current frame
Yes

Figure 2. Schematic of IMKTT

4. Application of IMKTT
In this paper, we apply IMKTT to the monitoring system of Shanghai University. The
improved Mean Shift algorithm is mainly used to track moving target and record its location
in each frame and related information. Then Kalman Filter is used to predict the location of
the moving target to ensure the continuity and accuracy of the moving target tracking. Figure
3 is the screenshot of the application developed based on IMKTT. As Figure 4 is the
experiment screenshots, we can see that the car as a moving target can be tracked successfully
which proved IMKTT has good effectiveness on high speed moving target tracking.
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Figure 3. Application of IMKTT Screenshot

Figure 4-1. Experiment Screenshots
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Figure 4-2. Experiment Screenshots

Figure 4-3. Experiment Screenshots
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Figure 4-4. Experiment Screenshots

5. Conclusions
In this paper, IMKTT, an improved Mean Shift target tracking algorithm combined with
Kalman Filter is designed according to the shortcomings of basic Mean Shift in practical
application. We defined the bandwidth of the kernel function no longer as a fixed diagonal
matrix. We detect the contour of the current location frame and then calculate its size at first.
The new bandwidth will be defined by this size and then iterate with the next frame data. The
bandwidth of the window will change with the size change of the target which overcomes the
problem of size change of the moving target. Then Kalman Filter provides the algorithm the
ability to predict the location of the moving target which ensure the continuity and accuracy
of high speed moving target tracking. The Application of this paper proved that the algorithm
IMKTT combining improved Mean Shift algorithm with Kalman Filter, which makes use of
the two advantages, can achieve good effectiveness on tracking high speed moving target.
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